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New De La Rue Discovery 1
Trials undertaken at Gateshead back in 1970

Paper, ink and plates were tested on DLRs four
colour press to establish requirements for economical
and good quality stamp printing. The trial included
an evaluation of paper from three suppliers, enabling
three buying sources for its ‘530 C’ paper.

Printed specimens showing a comparison between
papers, inks and plates were produced using the four
colour process (CMYK), along with gold and silver
printing versions. The three basic dummy stamps are
shown above. In reality, all are the same size.*

New De La Rue Discovery 2
Incomplete designs found

Three of the ‘NATION’ dummy stamps have been
found with missing colours. The scans show the
new block, plus enlargements and smaller scans of
the three affected stamps. Stamps 3, 4 and 5 are not
missing colours when compared with issued. *
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New Cartor Discoveries
Reader finds three attractive sheets for sale from the days before Cartor moved to its current location

The Einstein dummy was already known, as sent on cover to your compiler in 1994, but a sheet was unheard
of. The other two are new finds. With Cartor having gone into administration three times before they were
acquired by International Security Printers, it is perhaps surprising that new material is still being found. *
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Enlargement of the
‘stamp’ from the sheet

at top right.
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HMSO Press Presentation Card
1953 Coronation commemorative savings stamps

Despite the ‘stamps’ on this card being issued savings
stamps and not dummies, it is an interesting item as

it possibly represents the first-known such card from
HMSO at Alperton, London, using its multi-colour
photogravure capabilities. Thanks go to a regular
reader for supplying the scan. *

Waterlow in Auction
High prices achieved

The recent Grosvenor auction sale saw items from
the Kiddle Brothers collections do well.

The group of ten die proofs of dummy stamps
attracted ‘many enthusiastic bids’, according to
Stamp and Coin Mart and eventually sold for an
impressive £2,439.*

A regular reader kindly
supplied the image
shown alongside.

It is a photographic
rendition of an imperf-
orate sheet of ten
dummy stamps
produced jointly by
Harrison and NRM in
the Netherlands as part
of the well known
photogravure training
trials from the 1920s.

It is assumed that the
sheet is from the same
era and not a more
modern photo repro
produced for, say, an
auction sale. *

Harrison-NRM Joint Issue
Quality photographic rendition of sheet surfaces



Perkins Die Proof 1
Nice frame plate on offer

Dealer Andrew Lajer has/had for sale the item
illustrated below.

It was described as “A superb die proof in black on
glazed card of the frame plate of the so-called
William IV*  Specimen Stamp.
Scarce. £350.”*

*  Actually,  it’s George IV
and definitely not William.
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Perkins Die Proof 2
Corroded, but probably unique

Stamp dealer Andrew Lajer also was recently
selling the item illustrated below.

It was described as “Black on glazed card. Some
corrosion not detracting. £250.”

It also states that the image of Britannia is depicted
as it was the company symbol. Not so sure this is
the case, but still the first time that your compiler
has seen this item for sale. *

De La Rue Print for Luxembourg
Philatelic black print produced in 2003 with DLR logo

Post Office Training
Attractive item on piece recently sold

The PO Training item
shown alongside is said
to be cancelled on the
First Day of Issue
(so, it’s probably purely
philatelic in its nature!).

It is unusual to see an
item such as this with
The ‘SPECIMEN /
DATE STAMP’
cancellation. It was on
offer at £1.24 on piece.*
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BDT Royal Wedding Proof Set
Attractive, but purely philatelic!

It is unusual for the philately of Irish printers to be
represented in these pages, as they take the security
aspect of printing seriously (your compiler has
never had a response to any letters written to them).
Additionally, they do not appear to have the need for
dummy stamps to advertise/test products.

It is therefore with a certain apprehension that a
“sort of” dummy stamp production run from BDT is
included here. It will be left to the readers of DS to
decide on the status/merit of these items.

On 29 April 2011, Kate Middleton and Prince
William married and the almost obligatory ‘omnibus’
issue of stamps appeared. The next page shows the
explanatory letter that appeared within a BDT
presentation booklet. It is the ‘Proof / 00p’ stamp
and its colour progressives that merited mention
here (see opposite and on page 7 for complete MS).

This was an expensive item that was offered in 2013
for £150 but, as is common, a copy was recently
found on eBay at a more respectable £30.*
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(Below left) Page from booklet showing above sheet. (Below right) Sample page of issued stamp sheets.



Harrison Phosphor Envelope Trial
Buff phosphor printed envelope remained unsold at £20

eBay recently had for sale the plain envelope shown
here. The text reads: HARRISON & SONS, HIGH
WYCOMBE / G.P.O. PHOS. BARS and has six
horizontal(!) bars below it. It is assumed that it was
prepared for use to trial phosphor reading on the
official Post Office stationery once used by that
organisation on its business mail.

The ‘invisible’ text is within the red box super-
imposed on the envelope by your compiler. An
attempt at revealing the words is below that.*
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...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. * 

Harrison ‘1956’ card…not!
Swift and positive reaction from vendor….

Your compiler wrote to the seller about this item
that was recently seen on eBay, as it was simply not

‘right’: “The card and the dummy stamps on the item
that you are selling do not belong with each other
and have been created artificially.

The biggest give-away is the fact that the card talks
about appointment to the King (not even the LATE
King). The card was created for use with the
Olympic Games 2.5d and 3d values back in 1948
and those stamps have been removed.

As you will now realise, there is no way that several
years following the death of King George VI that
Harrison would still be using this long obsolete
card version designed for another purpose.”

Full credit must go to the vendor who immediately
replied to the email AND removed the item, without
any delay, from sale on eBay.

It was said to be from ‘an official archive’ and that
usually also sets alarm bells ringing but, again, it
transpires that it came from the archives of Stan
Hills of Canonsreach Ltd (Royal Mail stamp
booklet advertising agents). It is allegedly said that
Mr Hills often ‘played around’ with his material for
presentation purposes….not to deceive.* 
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